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The UseUrl attribute in the App Paths key indicates that
your application can accept a URL on the command line
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Setting the UseUrl  attribute in your App Paths  key indicates that your application can

accept a URL on the command line as the document to be opened. The documentation for

this attribute is a confusing blend of raw documentation, guidance, history, and an example.

Let’s tease the parts apart so you won’t confuse the example with the contract. The raw

documentation is simple: Setting UseUrl  indicates that your application can accept URLs

on the command line. The guidance is that programs like Web browsers should set this

attribute because opening URLs is the primary reason for their existence. But it’s not just

Web browsers; any program which can open documents directly from the Internet can set

this attribute. Another category of programs that often falls into this category is media

players, since it is common for media players to play content directly from a URL as well as

playing content from a file. The example given in the documentation of a component which

uses this attributes is Web Folders: If you are browsing a WebDAV folder and right-click on a

file stored on the Web server, the Open command will be made available if the application

registered to handle the file marks itself as UseUrl . If not, then the user will have to

download the file and open the downloaded copy. The history is that this attribute was

invented by the Web Folders team, and for a long time, they were the only component which

used it. The UseUrl  attribute went under-documented for a long time because the shell

documentation team didn’t know that this attribute existed. The Web folders team simply

made it up and didn’t tell the shell team that they were extending a shell feature.

The Internet Explorer team discovered this “feature from another planet” when they went

about implementing the “Edit” button in their toolbar and wondered why some HTML

editors worked and others didn’t. The shell team also discovered this feature and

retroactively added support for it in a few places, such as in the Shell Execute  function if

you try to open a document via URL. If the handler is not marked as UseUrl , the Shell ‐

Execute  function will download the document to a local file and invoke the handler on the

local copy.
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